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The magnetoresistance of a two-dimensional electron system, subjected to a one-dimensional lateral poten-
tial modulation is studied for various potential amplitudes. The interplay between Landau level splitting and
modulation broadening is shown to generate a transition from even to odd filling factors for the Shubnikov–de
Haas resistance minima. The effect provides a tool to determine the potential amplitude. Calculations within a
one-particle model agree with this evidence of the van Hove–like structure of the Landau bands.
@S0163-1829~96!04748-0#

The magnetotransport properties of a two-dimensional
electron system ~2DES!, subjected to a lateral one-
dimensional~1D! potential modulation, have been the sub-
ject of extensive work. Considerable insight has been
achieved for ballistic transport inweakperiodic potentials. In
this case, the commensurability between the two length
scales ‘‘classical cyclotron radiusRC’’ and ‘‘modulation pe-
riod a’’ dominates the low magnetic field regime with pro-
nounced 1/B periodic oscillations1–3which are followed by a
positive magnetoresistance at higherB.4 Increasing the
modulation amplitude first leads to a damping of the resis-
tance oscillations,5,6 while in the limit of extremely strong
modulation a pronounced negative magnetoresistance at low
magnetic fields was found, accompanied by almost dissipa-
tionless transport in the quantum Hall regime.7

The one-dimensional potential modulation of a 2DES
broadens the Landau levels into bands by lifting their degen-
eracy with respect to the center coordinate of the wave func-
tion. These Landau bands exhibit a peculiar density of states
~DOS! with maxima at the band edges~van Hove singulari-
ties! and minima in the band centers.8 Measurements on 1D
laterally modulated GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructures re-
vealed already an unusual splitting of a single Shubnikov–de
Haas ~SdH! maximum, which was ascribed to the double
peak structure of the DOS in these systems.9 Recently ob-
served complicated internal structure of a single Landau
band was treated theoretically in an approach involving Cou-
lomb interaction effects.10

In the present work we study the intermediate modulation
amplitude regime in quantizing magnetic fields. When the
cyclotron energy becomes comparable to the Landau band-
width, i.e., when the bands start to overlap, a quenching of
the oscillatory magnetoresistance is expected. The quenching
of the SdH oscillations at low magnetic fields was used to
estimate the modulation amplitude in previous work.5 Here
however, we investigate the SdH-like peaks at higherB
where we find a manifestation of the van Hove–like DOS.
The transition from broadened Landau bands, separated by a
gap, to overlapping ones generates a crossover from even to
odd filling factors at the SdH minima positions, in good
qualitative agreement with calculations of the resistivity. We

assign the magnetic field position where the switching occurs
to Vpp'\vC , whereVpp denotes the peak-to-peak potential
amplitude to be extracted from this effect. Note that this
magnetic field position differs from the~lower! B field where
the SdH oscillations disappear. We also investigated the tem-
perature dependence of the SdH oscillations and extracted
the activation energy in the Landau gap at filling factor
n'2 for different modulation strength. The corresponding
amplitudes there exceed by more than a factor of two our
low-field estimatesVpp what we ascribe to the reduced
screening due to the small DOS at the Fermi level.

We start from a modulation doped GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
heterostructure with carrier densityns53.331015 m22 and
mobility m531 m2/Vs at T54.2 K measured in the dark.
On top of a conventionally prepared Hall bar geometry, we
patterned a 1D resist grating of perioda5500 nm by using
electron beam lithography. Subsequent wet chemical etching
(H2O2 buffered to pH 7 with NH4OH at 5 °C! transferred the
grating into the device by removing selectively the thin
GaAs cap layer only~see left inset of Fig. 3!. As a result of
the different band bending at the surface, the carrier density
beneath the etched regions is reduced, leading to a lateral
modulation potential for the conduction electrons. By illumi-
nating the device with a red light-emitting diode~LED! at
different intensities, either by a saturating pulse or
continuously,11 the modulation amplitude could be adjusted
over a wide range at low temperatures. Here we use the
persistent photoconductivity effect at low temperatures and
the charge redistribution within the surface depletion layer
by a ~steady! photoexcitation of electrons and holes.7 Mag-
netotransport experiments have been carried out at tempera-
tures between 1.4 K and 20 K in magnetic fields up to 12 T.
We applied an ac~10–100 nA! perpendicular to the grating
and measured the voltage drop by lock-in techniques to ob-
tain the resistivityrxx .

Figure 1 displays magnetoresistance data from a single
sample at four different modulation strengths, taken at 1.4 K.
At low magnetic fields (,0.5 T!, only a remainder of the
commensurability oscillations is resolved due to the strong
modulation.5 However, the electron motion is still ballistic
over at least one period with elastic mean free paths of 0.7
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mm, 2.0mm, 2.4mm, and 2.9mm as can be extracted from
the zero-field resistivities of the data displayed in Figs. 1~a!–
~d!, respectively. This justifies rather a picture of electron
transport in energy bands than transport across a series of
independent stripes with different Ohmic resistivities. At
slightly higher fields the resistance increases—apart from the
oscillatory behavior—quadratically.12

For all different potential amplitudes, quantum oscilla-
tions are observable above 1 T inFig. 1. Their shape differs
considerably from the one of conventional SdH oscillations
in an unmodulated system. To obtain information about the
origin of the oscillations we plotted the magnetic field posi-
tion of therxx minima in the usual ‘‘Landau plot’’ vs 1/B,
counting the numbern5nsh/eB of occupied ~spin split!
Landau levels. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. At high
magnetic fields even filling factors, corresponding to the
Landau gaps in the density of states, fit a straight line, re-
sembling the carrier density. Proceeding to higher Landau
level indices, one finds the remarkable result, that the filling
factors of the minima suddenly switch to odd. These minima
at odd filling factors are not related to spin splitting of the
Landau levels which cannot be resolved at the low magnetic

fields where the switching occurs. This has been confirmed
in an experiment, where the 2DES plane was tilted against
the magnetic field direction. We ascribe the minima at odd
filling factors to the reduced DOS at the centers of modula-
tion broadened Landau bands which follow the imposed po-
tential @see Figs. 4~b!–~g!#. The resistancemaximahence
appear atevenfilling factors and correspond to overlapping
van Hove singularities at the edges of adjacent Landau
bands. They are especially pronounced at theB positions of
just disappearing Landau gaps. In Fig. 1 the first of these
maxima—coming from high magnetic fields—is marked
with a hatched bar. At this magnetic field position we assume
that \vC'Vpp holds. Clearly, for reduced modulation po-
tential this condition shifts to lowerB @from Fig. 1~a! to Fig.
1~d!#. We use this coincidence to evaluate the present modu-
lation amplitudes to beVpp54.5, 3.8, 3.1, and 2.7 meV,
respectively.

For all four modulation strengths the temperature depen-
dence of the magnetoresistance has been measured between
1.4 K and 20 K. Figure 3 displays as an example the result
for Vpp53.8 meV. As expected, the classical background at
low B is stable with the temperature. At highB, the resis-
tance minima at even filling factors show a strong resistance
decrease with decreasing temperature. In the simplest picture
we expect a thermally activated resistivity13 with an activa-
tion energyEA'0.5(\vC2Vpp). The right inset of Fig. 3
showsEA as a function ofVpp , extracted from the tempera-
ture dependence of then'2 minima. Here, theEA values
have been evaluated at those magnetic field positions which
yield the maximal slope of the Arrhenius plots. These mag-
netic field positions~see dashed line in Fig. 3! do not neces-
sarily coincide with the ‘‘exact’’ minima positions at
T51.4 K. With increasingVpp the activation energyEA de-
creases as expected from the picture described above. For
higher modulation amplitudes however, the gap seems to be
smaller than expected from estimatingVpp at lowerB. We
anticipate that this deviation might be due to screening of the
potential by the 2D electron gas. At lowerBwhere the bands
overlap, the DOS is finite and the estimated potentialVpp is
therefore a well screened one. In contrast, in the Landau gap

FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance at 1.4 K of 1D laterally modulated
2DES for four different modulation amplitudes, adjusted by a dif-
ferently intense illumination by a LED:~a! Vpp54.5 meV, ~b!
Vpp53.8 meV, ~c! Vpp53.1 meV, ~d! Vpp52.7 meV. Numbers
denote Landau level filling factors corresponding to SdH minima,
marked by arrows. The vertical dashed bars mark thelowest even
filling factor SdH maxima used to determine the modulation
strength.

FIG. 2. Landau level filling factor versus SdH minimum posi-
tion in 1/B for the four investigated modulation strengths~full lines!
and from the calculated examples~dashed lines!. Labels ~a!–~d!
correspond to Fig. 1. Full and empty circles denote even and odd
filling factors, respectively. Curves are offset for clarity.
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aroundn'2, the DOS becomes small which leads to a poor
screening of the external potential. Hence, the resulting
bandwidth atn'2 will be larger thanVpp , reflected in a
reducedEA . We note that a realistic quantitative analysis of
the temperature dependence remains beyond the scope of
this work,14 since the screening itself is temperature
dependent.15,16

Approaching from the highB side ~Fig. 3, main view-
graph! the transition from separated to overlapping bands,
the ~activated! temperature dependence gets less and less
pronounced, resembling lower and lowerEA . Finally, neigh-
boring van Hove singularities touch and the first resistance
maximum atevenfilling factor (n58 in Fig. 3! is resolved.
The resistance minima in the overlap region show a tempera-
ture dependence quite contrary to those of the Landau gaps.
They are either almost stable with the temperature (n59,
11! or even increase in their absolute value (n57), when
decreasing the temperature. We take this as an additional
confirmation that the density of states is finite in this region
rather than showing a real gap. This behavior allows us to
distinguish from a second subband occupation~see, e.g., Ref.
17!, where a change from even to odd filling factors occurs
as well.

To check the picture given above for the observed cross-
over from even to odd filling factors, we calculated the re-
sistivity rxx for a modulation potential of the form
V(x)50.5Vppcos(2px/a), assuming that the higher harmon-
ics of the electrostatic potential at the heterostructure surface
are exponentially attenuated.15 In Fig. 3 the second Landau
band~between filling factor 2 and 4! starts to reveal internal
structure at the lowest temperatures. In thisB regime we
expect a complicated interplay between van Hove singularity
formation in the DOS and enhanced spin splitting, not con-
sidered here~see, e.g., Refs. 10 and 16!. At intermediate and
weak fields, addressed in the present work, the picture of
noninteracting electrons seems to be sufficient for a qualita-
tive explanation of the effects observed. Including the scat-

tering broadeningG in a phenomenological self-consistent
Born approximation@G5gAB(Tesla)~meV!#, we calculated
the resistivityrxx using a Kubo formalism.8

In Fig. 4~a! we show the calculated resistivityrxx for
Vpp53.2 meV. Except at high magnetic fields~localization
effects, etc., are not included!, the calculated resistivity is in
good qualitative agreement with experiment, as will be
pointed out below. As in experiment, theB values at which
even-odd switching occurs shift to higher magnetic field
~lower n ’s! with increasing modulation strength~see upper
traces in Fig. 2!. The resistivity oscillations are determined
by the oscillations of the DOS at the Fermi level. The latter
can be deduced from the energy spectra, displayed in Figs.
4~b!–~g!. In Fig. 4~b! three Landau levels are occupied~fill-
ing factor 6! andEF is located in the gap, giving rise to a
rxx minimum in the resistivity@Fig. 4~a!#. The minimum
labeled 7 already corresponds to a position ofEF at the Lan-
dau band center, where the DOS is reduced with respect to
the band edges@Fig. 4~c!#.18 In Fig. 4~d! finally Vpp'\vC
holds andEF is ‘‘attached’’ to the van Hove singularities of
adjacent bands, giving rise to arxx maximum. It is this situ-
ation that we use in experiment to determineVpp . By further
reducingB we stay within the regime of overlapping Landau
bands and observe as in experiment further minima at odd
~band centers! and maxima at even filling factors~overlap-
ping band edges!.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance for
the sample withVpp5 3.8 meV. Temperatures are: 1.4 K, 2.0 K,
4.2 K, 7.5 K, 10.5 K, 13.5 K and 17.5 K. The position of filling
factor n'2 used to evaluate the activation energyEA is marked
with a dashed line. Left inset: Schematical drawing of the GaAs/
Al xGa12xAs heterostructure after the selective removal of caplayer
GaAs stripes. Right inset :EA as a function ofVpp at n'2, nor-
malized with respect to the~half! cyclotron energy. The line
sketches the dependence expected from aB-independent modula-
tion amplitude~see text!.

FIG. 4. ~a! Calculated magnetoresistance forVpp53.2 meV
with ns53.8631015 m22 (nB516 T!, a5500 nm,g50.6, and
T52 K. The energy spectra~b!–~g! are plotted as a function of the
center coordinateX0 in half of a period for decreasing magnetic
field values. Thus, they illustrate the mechanism of even-odd
switching of therxx minima. The numbers 6 to 11 stand for the
filling factor at the Fermi energy which is shown as a dashed line.
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Note the particular situation for the strongest modulation
in experiment@Fig. 1~a!#, where after the switching to odd
filling factors with decreasingB a second change back to
even numbers is observed. To explain such behavior, the
overlapping of three Landau bands has to be taken into ac-

count. As an example, such a situation was calculated for
Vpp55.4 meV and is included into Fig. 2.
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